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RENOVATION
ESSENTIALS
www.aok.net.au

Before you embark on the journey of renovating your kitchen,
bathroom or laundry, know that there are different options and styles
available on the market.
W ithout the best advice on design for your project you could end up
realizing that it could have been done in a better way and at a lesser
cost.
Australian Online Kitchen Design are taking the initiative to make the
process easier for you. Now you can renovate your home with just a
few clicks without leaving your house and trudging around
showrooms .
This e book lists a wide range of materials available on the market
and has some valuable links which will take you to useful sites to
help you decide on colour, hardware and surfaces.
We have also included numerous sample pictures of our previous
work to give you an idea of latest trends. This book is mainly for
home renovators who haven't been through the renovation process
before.

Let you r r en ovat ion be t h e su ccess you deser ve !
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Australian Online Kitchen Design
has over 30 years experience in the
kitchen renovation industry.
Having been involved in design ,
manufacture and project
management, the business is now
focused on providing a
comprehensive design service for
home renovators, Cabinetmakers,
Kitchen Companies, builders and
owner builders .
Cheryl and Keith have teamed up to
provide the best advice and expert
design skills to make your project a
total success.
Our company mission is to help make
your renovation or build as cost
effective and easy as possible.

.

Your AOK design team works closely
with a number or Companies nationally
that cater for the DIY market without the
restrictions of traditional DIY suppliers.
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A comprehensive web based interface
allows customers to order cabinets
made to exact required sizes in a large
range of materials. W ith the information
you have received from your AOK
Designer you are in a position to simply
enter the sizes of cabinets into the
interface and a quote is generated
automatically.
If it seems a bit too hard, your AOK
Designer can arrange a quote for you
for a small fee. Once you are happy with
the quote and you want to proceed, a
site measure in your city is arranged to
ensure the cabinets will fit exactly and
even arrange full installation if required.
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client guide
DESIGN
The most important component while planning a kitchen or bathroom is to equip oneself
with the knowledge of the latest trends and market materials. To understand the
cost-effectiveness and placement of products is essential. However, all this can be done in
a much more efficiently by hiring an expert designer. A good designer can properly assess
a client?s needs and produce good quality design work.
W ith the information, plans, elevations, renderings, panoramas and virtual reality
presentations you receive from your designer you not only get the chance to see the
design in true photograph quality 3 D, you have all you need to present to cabinetmakers or
kitchen companies to get quotes to build your new cabinetwork - more of this later in the
book.
Click here to choose a colour scheme you really like.
Click here to see a range of stone bench tops.
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MATERIALS
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DOORS
Vinyl
Vinyl (or membrane pressed doors) is one of
the most commonly used materials for doors
and panels.
These doors are produced by inserting the
panels into a press with a membrane layer
over the panels and through the correct
amount of glue, heat and vacuum pressure,
the panels are formed with your choice of
edge and face profile .
This produces a durable surface which is
available in textured, satin and gloss finishes
and lasts for years. Cost effectiveness and the
wide colour range are the main advantages
of this material.
Click on the links below to see more
information on vinyl doors:
- Premier Cabinet Doors
- Polytec
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DOORS
Melamine
Melamine doors are durable, scratch and
heat resistant and very economical.
Available in a wide range of brands ,plain
colours, patterns and woodgrains,
melamine doors are probably the most
popular choice for a functional and
attractive cabinet panel .
Melamine doors are manufactured with
high pressure presses bonding a foil onto
the surface of a substrate such as MDF ,
HMR particleboard or plain particle board
in a range of thicknesses and surface
finishes.
Make sure your cabinetmaker uses HMR
(high moisture resiastant ) MDF (medium
density fibre board).
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Melamine panels are cut from large
sheets using CNC machines and edges
are then sealed with a 1 mm thick ABS
edge foil. ABS is a hard plastic edge and
far superior to melamine foil edge .
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DOORS
Lacquered
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Lacquer is a 2 pac paint system which ensures a hard surface to the face of an MDF
panel.
Applied by spray equipment , the paint is mixed with a hardener which dries chemically
instead of being air dried, which ensures its hard durable surface.
Lacquered surfaces are available in textured, satin and gloss finishes, however we do
not recommend a textured finish as it is hard to clean and maintain.
The main advantage of laqcuered panels is that there is no limit to colour as the paint
can be mixed to any colour and shade.
The disadvantage of lacquered doors is expense due to the system being quite labour
intensive. Full gloss lacquered doors go through an extra process of buffing to gain the
full gloss surface.

Click here for more information on lacquered doors.
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DOORS
Acrylic
Acrylic doors are high gloss, mirror finish panels with no face pattern and laser applied abs
edge. Laser applied edges make the seam between the front surface and edge almost
invisible.
Available in a wide range of plain and metallic colours, acrylic panels are 19mm thick and
consist of a 1mm thick acrylic sheet pressed onto an 18 mm thick hmr mdf substrate.
Costing less than full gloss lacquer, this is a great alternative to achieve a really modern,
sleek looking design, although cost is considerably higher than melamine.

For more information on acrylic door options, click on the following links:
- Polytec
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- W W TT
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DOORS
Solid Timber
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Solid Timber
Solid timber doors, as the name suggests, are composed of natural wood.
It is hard and mechanically strong door. However, being natural wood, this type of
door is susceptible to weather changes as it absorbs moisture and humidity.
Timber is a natural insulator and has a very long life.
Available in a satin or gloss clear 2 pac finish, solid timber doors come in a wide range
of timber species and face profiles.
Click on the link for t imber door ideas.
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BENCHTOPS
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Laminate

Post form Laminate

Laminate is a material made from
layers of resin-coated brown paper.
The layers are pressed by heat and
coated with decorative paper.
The main qualities of laminate
benchtops are their durability, heat
resistance and cost effectiveness.
They are available in a wide range of
brands, colours, patterns and
woodgrains in different colours.
However, scuffs and scratches may
be visible on their surface after a
period and they are not repairable .

Post form benchtops are formed by
gluing the laminate to a substrate which
has a profiled front edge. The panel is
then placed in a machine where the
laminate is lineal heated along the profile
edge and then the laminate is wrapped
around the profile.
This makes the front edge seamless
making it more serviceable and easier to
clean. The disadvantage of postform
laminate tops is that they can only be
formed on one edge so at a corner
junction there has to be a seam which
can be subject to water ingress.

Click for more informat ion.
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BENCHTOPS
Nat ural Stone
Natural stone (or granite) gives a
beautiful appearance to the
kitchen. It comes in a large
variety of marbled, particulate
and crystal finishes. Natural
stone is quarried in large slabs
20 mm thick and then polished
to a gloss finish.
Benchtops are fabricated from
full size templates in
thicknesses of either 20mm or
40 mm and can have a wide
range of edge profiles
machined into the front edge.
These benchtops are hard and
scratch resistant, however
because they are a natural
granite , they are porous in their
natural state and so need to
have a sealer applied to the
work surface which needs to be
re applied periodically.
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Click for more information on natural stone benchtops.

Engineered Stone
Engineered stone is ' man made
stone' that is crushed stone,
particulate, glass and reflective
material bound together in a quartz
like flat 20mm thick slab.
These benchtops are fabricated
much the same as natural stone but
because they are man made, they
are completely sealed and
waterproof.
Engineered stone comes in a wide
range of brands and colours with
the particulate style being the
budget end of the range and the
marble appearance slabs adding
considerably to the cost.
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Click for more information on engineered stone benchtops.

BENCHTOPS
Corian
Corian surfaces are made from pure filled acrylic
and are a sensible alternative to stone benchtops.
The main advantage of this type of benchtop is
that when installed, the benchtops are completely
seamless, even at joints . In addition , these
benchtops can be fabricated with completely
integrated matching Corian sinks and with routered
out sink drainers.
Corian comes in a wide range of plain , particulate
and vein colours and compare with stone
benchtops in price and price range . See more
corian bench top ideas here.

St ainless Steel
Stainless steel is typically used when a commercial
look is required. These tops again can be installed
with a completely seamless finish and can have
integrated stainless steel sinks .
This benchtop type is expensive to fabricate and
the surface scratches easily. However, they are
very hygenic thus often being the first choice in
commercial kitchens

Timber
Timber benchtops are used in traditional style
kitchens and while they give the kitchen the
warmth and ambiance, timber tops probably
require the the most maintenance.
Additionally they are susceptible to water ingress
at joints resulting in swelling. If this is the type of
top you really want, ensure the tops are sealed
on top and bottom surfaces and all edges
including the sink and appliance cut outs .

Click for more information on t imber benchtops.
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HARDWARE
The quality of hardware (hinges, runners, accessories) is an essential part of a quality
kitchen.
Blum is a global company which produces high quality hinges, heavy duty runner
system , lift and bi-fold door systems. All hardware is soft close ensuring all doors and
drawers close smoothly without slamming. For more information on Blum hardware,
click here.
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HARDWARE
Cargo Unit s & Rubbish Bins
Consumers demand attractive yet space efficient
kitchens nowadays. Small niches are required to be
utilized that not only enhance the storage space
but also help to keep things more organized and
more accessible .
There are various uses and types of cargo units
ranging from waste bins to corner solutions.
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Slide out Pant ries
Slide out pantries are a new and space saving
solution ideal for the modern kitchen.
Everything is displayed conveniently on the slide
out internal drawers and because the shelves can
be closer together vertically, more tiers can be
installed .
This means that more storage can be provided for
a smaller footprint, thus increasing bench space.
Cargo units and slide out racks solve the problem
of small spaces restricting access .
For more information on slide out racks, corner
solutions and slide out pantry mechanisms click
here.

LIGHTING
A well designed kitchen should always consider lighting. W hen standing at a kitchen bench,
lighting installed in the ceiling will create a shadow , this problem is solved with task
lighting installed into the bottom panel of the overhead.

8
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Subtle lighting glows from the underside of the overhead cabinets in this kitchen .
Additionally, lighting has been installed behind the feature panel on the back of this island .
For more information about lighting, click on t his link.
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HANDLES & KNOBS
Handles and knobs can often be the WOW factor of the
kitchen , there are thousands of brands and types to suit all
tastes . The kitchen above was designed around long modern
look handles.

Continuous aluminium finger grip handles in this kitchen
avoid handle protusion and give the cabinets a sleek modern
look .

Antique pewter knobs on this kitchen compliment the popular
?shaker?door design .

For more information on handles, click here.
Go to this useful link to see different handles installed on a range of different cabinetwork.
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CORNER SOLUTIONS

Corners can be a solution
rather than a problem in a
well designed kitchen.
Take a look at these clever
ideas.
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client guide
GETTING YOUR KITCHEN
MANUFACTURED
KITCHEN COMPANIES
Now you have your kitchen designed and been through the design process to your
satisfaction, you are in a position to get quotes to build your kitchen. One of the
options is Kitchen Companies.
Some of these businesses advertise ?free design and quotes?but be aware that you
may well be dealing with a salesman who will design the kitchen in the cheapest
possible way to win the sale. Kitchen Companies typically have their own
showroom, sales people, production and project managers all adding to the
efficiency of the manufacture of your kitchen which is ultimately passed onto the
customer.
The documentation your designer has presented to you provides all the information
for the Company to provide a comprehensive quote and what is more, if you are
getting more than one quote, everyone is quoting on the same thing, so comparing
?apples for apples?becomes straight forward..

CABINET MAKERS
85 % of Cabinet making businesses employ 5 or less workers and don?t have their
own showrooms . They are typically excellent tradesmen offering precise and
accurate cabinet making expertise however, may not know much about design.
A small business like this doesn?t have the overheads the larger Companies have and
are therefore in a much better position to provide you better value . Seeing a
customer approaching with a comprehensive set of plans, elevations, perspectives
and specifications is a cabinetmakers dream. He hasn?t needed to leave his factory,
hasn?t had to attend a sales meeting or site survey but now has all the information to
submit a quote . Happy days ! Cabinetmakers love a well run Design Business.
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DIY
W ithout doubt DIY is the cheapest option to build your new kitchen . If you are a bit on
a handy person and savvy , the more input you contribute the more money you save.
There are various existing large hardware Companies offering Chinese made flat
packs and European furniture retailers offering apparently a good product . W hile
they appear to offer good value they offer a very restricted range of materials and all
modules are only made in fixed sizes.
Trying to design a kitchen around fixed module sizes means compromises are made
and you will never actually get the kitchen you really want .
Your AOK design team works closely with a number or Companies nationally that
cater for the DIY market without the restrictions of traditional DIY suppliers. A
comprehensive web based interface allows customers to order cabinets made to
exact required sizes in a large range of materials.
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W ith the information you have received form your AOK Designer you are in a position
to simply enter the sizes of cabinets onto the interface and a quote is generated
automatically . If it seems a bit too hard your AOK Designer can arrange a quote for
you for a small fee . Once you are happy with the quote and you want to proceed, a
site measure in your city is arranged to ensure the cabinets will fit exactly and even
arrange a full installation if required.
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APPLIANCES
AOK are also able to supply a wide range of appliances delivered right to your door
anywhere in Australia .The range includes: Microwave ovens - Washing machines /
Dryers - Refrigerators - Dish washers - Ovens - Induction hotplates - Electric hotplates Gas hotplates - Compact ovens - Coffee makers.

Beaumat ic Luxury Range
Click here for
more information
on Baumat ic
appliances.

IAG Budget Range
Click here for
more
information on
IAG
appliances.
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The splash back is the
panel or material used
behind the stove, sink
or cabinets in the
kitchen which protects
the wall from kitchen
residues and splashes.
There are a wide
variety of splash backs
available on the market.
The splash back, on
one hand, protects the
wall from oil and grease
while on the other hand
acts as a backdrop to
your kitchen. It
magnificently enhances
the look of the kitchen
when used in right
material and colour.

SPLASH BACKS
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Different materials
used for splash backs
include tiles, mosaic,
glass, stainless steel,
acrylics, marble/
granite, Corian and
even laminate.
Bear in mind however
that if the splash back
is installed behind a hot
plate, the material has
to be fire proof.
Click here for more
information on
splashbacks.
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CONTACT KEITH ON:
Mobile: 0447 734 053
keith@aok.net.au
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